1397-1407. gave an example of a plane continuum no two of whose nondegenerate subcontinua are homeomorphic. The object of this note is to point out that there is a chainable continuum having this property. The only change we make in the construction given in [l ] is to replace the w-ods used by R. D. Anderson and Gustave Choquet by chainable continua C"_2.
A subcontinuum F of a continuum X is a separating continuum of X if X-Fis not connected and C\(X-Y) =X. A subcontinuum F of a continuum X is a strong separating continuum if:
(1) F is a separating continuum of X, (2) X-Y has two components, Xi and X2, In order to show that X is chainable we first note that each Mi is chainable.
By 1(p) ) > e. But this contradicts our choice of Mi. In order to «-chain X we need only 5-chain Mi.
